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Organised by TAICCA, the Taiwan Creative Content Fest 
(TCCF) is a new content marketplace in Asia, gathering selected 
entertainment content from Taiwan, and bringing buyers and 
professionals from all over the world to Taipei, in November.  

As a vibrant expo and market, TCCF offers diverse events like 
pitching sessions, content showcases, and forum sessions 
to connect professionals from all over the world with promising 
stories, fundings, and global partners.

TCCF Pitching and Showcase include a series of sessions 
presenting film, TV series, and animation projects selected by 
TAICCA and international partners. TCCF provides opportunities 
for creators and producers seeking international financing to 
connect with global buyers and partners.
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Title: HEROINE 1/2

Genre: Drama｜Fantasy｜Romance
｜Comedy｜Female Growth

Duration: 10 x 48’

Production Company: Dot Connect 
Dot Studio Co., Ltd.


Front desk personnel Joy Lin wakes up 
to an upside-down world after a 14-day 
blackout. She believes she’s gone mad 
when she realises she’s swapped 
bodies with socialite Liang-liang Gu, 
who works in PR at the same company. 

Joy followed the ‘lying flat’ ethos, which 
meant doing the bare minimum to avoid 
being overstretched by work, but now 
she’s popular there - even her mother 
prefers the new, outgoing side of her. 

She can’t help wondering: was her life that insignificant? As for Liang-liang, 
she discovers her life was meaningless under the glossy facade of ‘having it 
all’. 

From having absolutely no common ground to gaining mutual understanding, 
the two women embark on the trip of returning to their original bodies and 
discovering themselves, with a little help from their mothers.

Title: LESLEY IN TAIPEI

Genre: Drama｜Family｜Romance｜
Comedy

Duration: 10 x 45’

Production Company: Screenworks 
Asia Ltd.


Lesley, a 27-year-old girl working in 
Jakarta, finds life spinning out of control 
when her boyfriend, Reza, breaks up 
with her. After an unsuccessful blind 
date orchestrated by her father finds her 
at rock bottom, Lesley's aunt 
encourages her to leave all sadness 
behind and step out of her comfort 
zone. Lesley leaves for Taipei, where her 
favourite series Meteor Garden is made, 
to welcome a new chapter of her life. 

Yet, Taipei is not quite what Lesley was expecting. She loses both her belongings 
and her bearings on the first day. In desperation, she seeks help from Howard, 
the owner of a noodle stand. While eating, Lesley surprises Howard by naming 
all the ingredients in the dish. It turns out that Lesley is a supertaster! After 
deciding to stay, Lesley finds new friends, blossoming romances, and even new 
job opportunities. But still, she has yet to discover what she really wants. 
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Title: JUDOKA

Genre: Drama｜Sport｜Romance｜
Action｜Inspirational

Duration: 8 x 48’

Production Companies: Renegades 
Entertainment Co., Ltd, Machi 
Xcelsior Studios, Hanmac Culture 
Group


Yang Yong, once a progidy, is now a 
washed-up Taiwanese judoka. 
Disillusioned, he’s ready to retire after 
one last dance at the Belgrade World 
Championships. However, a fateful 
encounter alters his path as he falls in 
love with North Korea's judo gold 
medalist Hee-Jin. They are forced 
apart but make promises to meet at 

the next tournament.  

To do so, Yang Yong summons all his strength, with the power of love 
spurring him on, to win a spot at the Pyongyang Asian Championships. They 
reunite at the games, but Hee-Jin unexpectedly loses to her South Korean 
opponent and is sentenced to serve in the labor camp.  

The star-crossed lovers must overcome challenges, with Yang Yong 
competing to win and rescue Hee-Jin, and Hee-Jin seeking a gold medal win 
for North Korea to escape labor. But winning, whether in sport or in love, is 
never easy.

Title: TATE-BASHI (Chopsticks)

Genre: Drama｜Thriller｜Horror｜Mystery
｜Suspense

Duration: 12 x 45’

Production Company: Gift Pictures Co., Ltd. 

There is an urban legend circulating in Asia 
that "if you make a wish to 'Chopsticks Deity', 
it will come true”! 
In a secret sacrificial ceremony, a mysterious 
man with a red fish-shaped birthmark – who 
wants to stop the urban legend - successfully 
summons the ancient participants. But 
participants from countries such as Taiwan, 
Japan and South Korea describe several types 
of sacrifice. The man questions which ritual is 
correct, until a female academic points out the 

commonalities; there are always 8 participants, and with fish-shaped birthmarks 
on their bodies, who wake up trapped in a certain school classroom. 
All clues point to an elementary school that has sunk to the bottom of the 
reservoir.  
The man must discover the conspiracy behind all of this!

CREATOR  .  SHOWRUNNER  .  DIRECTOR

李育丞 . YC TOM LEE 楊婕 . JAE YANG

They  must  win  to  have  the  chance  to  love  

JU DO KA
台      北      少     年 平      壤      少     女.

LIMITED SERIES      迷 你 劇 集

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER | 監製 盧維君Lu Wei-Jun / ⾦亨駿Jonathan Kim    SHOWRUNNER | 製片⼈ 李育丞YC Tom Lee / 楊婕Jae Yang   PRODUCTION | 製作  RENEGADES ENTERTAINMENT 夥同影像製作

唯 有 勝 利    才 能 相 愛
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Title: THE 4TH FORCE

Genre: Adventure｜Action｜Sci-Fi

Duration: 12 x 23’

Production Company: HiBrain Image


2063 A.D. Humans and Artificial 
Intelligence (A.I) wage war against each 
other, completely destroying the Earth. 
The Energy Platoon is formed with the 
task of finding power sources for the 
starships on which now-homeless 
people of Earth must live on. They 
discover the energy required resides on 
the destroyed Earth, within the old A.I 
mechanisms. 
Returning to Earth is a dangerous 
mission, but both men and women 
volunteer to become The 4th Force. 

Young volunteer YuNeng and his teammate go through difficult Force training, 
hoping one day to join The Energy Platoon. But after a mysterious girl Z joins the 
training, they discover a shocking conspiracy against the Starship government. 

They not only find out Z has to battle against AI, but also against an 
unprecedented monster. In the middle of this life and death battle, they discover 
the new unknown world behind the old world of A.I. 

Title: POISON APPLE

Genre: Adventure｜Action｜Sci-Fi

Duration: 26 x 24’ 
Production Company: Dottodot Ltd


Following a long war in the Eastern 
Lands over a limitless power source, 
the CORE, the King of the Northern 
Kingdoms creates a super weapon, 
Poison Apple, to end the battle. 
However, Poison Apple develops its 
own consciousness and is haunted 
by the devastating war. The King 
decides to seal the A.I’s memories 
and allows her to be reborn as his 
daughter, “Snow White". One day, 
Snow is kidnapped by an assassin 
and taken in by a touring drama 

troupe. During their journey, they encounter multiple Core-mutations; a 
dangerous sentience that threatens the already tenuous peace. Snow finds 
she possesses the ability to dispel the Mutations, all the while battling trauma-
induced amnesia. 

After the King dies, the Queen of the Northern Kingdoms and her Mirror 
Squad relentlessly pursue Snow, believing Snow’s powers can bring him back 
to life. As the troupe comes close to the answer of core-mutation,  Snow 
herself must prepare for the possibility of sacrificing herself to bring peace to 
the land.
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Title: THE SHAOGAO SHOW

Genre: Comedy｜Adventure｜Sci-
Fi

Duration: 10 x 22’

Production Company: Shaogao Co., 
Ltd


Shaogao arrives on Earth and begins 
to visit one ancient historical site after 
another: the Great Pyramids, Easter 
Island, Stonehenge, Machu Picchu… 
Is he an emissary from a far away 
world? As Shaogao travels from 
monument to monument across the 
globe, the world begins to change. 
Natural disasters slowly subside and 
conflicts begin to be resolved. 

On a mission in the Pacific Ocean off 
the coast of Taiwan, Shaogao’s vehicle capsizes and Babee, kayaking nearby, 
saves his life. Babee’s beautiful but sassy, with a shock of electric pink hair - 
and he falls deeply for her. 

To be near Babee, Shaogao relocates his base of operations to Taipei and, in 
order to court her, settles down, finds a day job as a graphic designer, and 
they start dating. However, he mustn’t neglect his mission, and struggles to 
hide his true purpose to save the planet from a suspicious and jealous Babee.

Title: CRAZY NIGHT MARKET

Genre: Family｜Comedy｜Adventure

Duration: 13 x 11’

Production Company: Xanthus 
Animation Studio


10-year-old Moli is the son of the owner 
of a herbal tea vendor at the night 
market, but he likes the competitor’s 
bubble tea and becomes a good friend 
of Peanut, the daughter of the bubble 
tea vendor’s owner.  
Moli believes in the existence of aliens 
and discovers that the alien spy Ke-Ke 
wants to snatch the bubble tea as an 
energy source for his home planet. He 
must team up with his best friend Peanut, 
and other fantastic species who live in the 

night market, to save the earth from the alien invasion because adults do not 
believe him. But Ke-Ke doesn’t know that bubble tea needs to mix with herbal 
tea to be an energy source. Will he find it out eventually? 
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Title: FRAGRANCE OF THE FIRST 
FLOWER 2

Genre: Drama｜Romance｜
LGBTQ

Duration: 12 x 25’

Production Company: Portico 
Media Co., Ltd


Yi-Ming meets her high school 
friend Ting-Ting at a wedding 15 
years later. Back in high school, 
they played on the same volleyball 
team and knew they were more 
than friends, but Yi-Ming’s 
repression of her own lesbian 
identity prevented this from 
happening. 

Meeting Ting-Ting again as a single 
mom tired of her tedious marriage, that same love is rekindled, but not without 
repercussions. 

Season 2 takes place after the two’s confrontation. Yi-Ming and Ting-Ting are 
both starting a new phase of their lives. But after 15 years and as Yi-Ming 
learns from their mutual friend about Ting-Ting’s past relationships, Ting-Ting 
starts to seem like a familiar stranger to her. Yi-Ming begins to question her 
decisions and courage. Will the two women be able to live together and 
confront future challenges, or will they end up going their separate ways, just 
as they did before? 

Title: FIRST NOTE OF LOVE

Genre: Drama｜ Romance｜BL｜
Music

Duration: 12 x 25’

Production Company: Portico Media 
Co., Ltd


Neil is a singer-songwriter who has 
recently returned to Taiwan. Both 
talented and charming, he has 
everything he needs to become a 
professional singer, except one thing––
the nerves to step onto a big stage. In 
an effort to get over his stage fright, 
Neil decides to start as a street 
performer to build up his confidence. 

Hai is a loyal but timid fan of Neil's. 
One late night, after seeing Neil's 

performance, Hai gets on the last bus of the day and is surprised to see Neil get 
on, too. The bus brakes suddenly, and Hai finds himself in Neil's arms. When Neil 
gets off the bus, Hai sees his guitar pick on the floor. Consequently, Hai and 
Neil's lives cross paths as they begin to compose a musical movement of love…
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Title: LIGHT (THE SERIES)

Genre: Drama｜Romance｜BL｜
Crime｜LGBTQ

Duration: 8 x 25’

Production Company: Portico 
Media Co., Ltd


Sexually assaulted by his stepfather 
as a child, Light has never known 
what love is. When his mother dies, 
he loses his last thread of hope. All 
he can do is flee from a house that 
has never been a home and sell his 
body in order to survive. 

One fateful day, he encounters Shuo, 
a police officer undercover as an 
apprentice at the suit shop on the 
corner. Shuo discovers that one of 

Light's customers is the wanted man he’s been pursuing for a long time, and 
decides to get closer to Light in order to investigate. In the process, 
something begins to grow between them. But Shuo doesn't know how to 
face his own feelings, meanwhile his position is putting Light in danger. A 
customer in love with Light, Mr. Sato, asks him to come with him to Japan in 
search of a new beginning. Between the company of Shuo and the security of 
Sato, which will Light choose? 

Title: PAPA & DADDY 2

Genre: Drama｜Romance｜Family｜
LGBTQ

Duration: 8 x 25’

Production Company: Portico Media 
Co., Ltd


Damian, 38, is an overseas Taiwanese. 
He has recently divorced his wife and 
returned to Taiwan to open a restaurant 
called Verso, where he meets Jerry, a 
28-year-old YouTube vlogger. Four 
years later and through surrogacy, 
Damian and Jerry have become gay 
parents to their four-year-old son, Kai. 
But amid all these developments, Jerry 
is still yet to come out to his parents 
who continue to pressure him to get 
married to a woman. Meanwhile, 

Damian is busier than ever at Verso and their son Kai is just getting ready for 
preschool.  

In season two, Damian and Jerry are surprised by an uninvited guest ––Jimmy, 
Damian’s son from his previous marriage. Jimmy’s unexpected arrival to Taiwan 
brings much turbulence to the otherwise peaceful family. Damian’s gentleness 
toward his ex-wife Kate as well as his love for Jimmy fills doubts in Jerry’s heart, 
fearing that the bisexual Damian might revert to liking girls. Elsewhere, Jerry is 
also having to deal with his persistent mother, who is constantly pressuring him 
to make his own baby. Meanwhile, Damian finds himself in a predicament 
between taking care of Jimmy and facing Jerry. 
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Title: SKIN DEEP

Genre: Thriller｜Science

Publisher: Gaea Books


Z-Yee is the only person left in the 
city still wearing his own skin: bionic 
implants called “liveskin” have given 
everyone else with money the 
opportunity to change their 
appearance and maximize their 
beauty. Maybe that’s why Z-Yee has 
made himself an expert in building 
artificial intelligences for virtual reality.  

But things become extremely 
dangerous once he learns that his 
very own virtual A.l project - with 
whom he's falling in love - has been 
given an assignment kept secret 

even from him. Things continue to get worse from there, with attempts to Z-
Yee’s life as well as conspiracies targeting the President. 

By incorporating the narrative perspectives of both human and artificial 
intelligence, Isaac HSU’s fast-paced tale reinvents many of the classic themes 
of science fiction, like time travel and virtual reality, while also posing 
penetrating questions about life and death, virtuality and reality.

Title: ZERO DEGREES OF 
SEPARATION

Genre: Thriller｜Sci-Fi｜Romance

Publisher: Rye Field Publishing Co.


A journalist named Adelia investigates six 
cases and publishes in-depth reports 
that trigger heated debates on morals. 
These cases include a rebellion against 
humans started by artificial intelligence; 
an attempted murder by a dream 
therapist; a scientist who can 
communicate with whales; a virtual pop 
idol fraud; a mass suicide committed in 
the cult “The Consciousness of Earth”; 
and the mysterious disappearance of an 
award-winning actress. 

The book is published in 2284, and what remains even more enigmatic than 
these unbelievable stories is Adelia’s identity. Some evidence indicates that she 
seems to have lived for more than two hundred years…
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Title: AREMENGAN

Genre: Thriller｜Suspense｜
Mystery

Publisher: DYNA BOOKS, Co., Ltd 

A professional guide leads seven 
mountaineers through the secret area 
of Huatung Mountain. Five of them die 
in various ways and their bodies are 
found in the wild jungle; one of them is 
still missing; and the only survivor is 
autistic and refuses to talk about it. 
The only remaining clue to the case is 
a digital voice recorder. 
  
Relying on the voice recorder, the 
police undergo a painstaking 
investigation. However, many 
bewildering questions remain. A 

snowstorm drove the seven of them to a cave for shelter, and trapped them at 
23:59 forever. Yet snow shouldn’t appear at that altitude. They also find a line 
written in blood on the cave wall; “The dawn will come only when the secret is 
revealed”.  

What is the real truth behind this accident? 

Title: CRAZY MOTHER

Genre: Family｜Comedy｜Romance｜
LGBTQ

Publisher: Creative Comic Collection


Chen Yu-jie, a funeral director, is forced to 
hold a fake funeral for her mum in order 
to stop her younger brother from 
marrying his boyfriend.  

Yu-Jie's brother was thrown out of the 
house due to his sexual identity, and her 
mom soon after fakes her own death to 
prevent him marrying a man. Meanwhile, 
Yu-Jie divorces her ‘mommy’s boy’ 
husband but doesn’t want her family to 
know…  

Yu-Jie’s mum pretends to be a ghost to 
further convince her son of her death, but gets caught when she leaves her coffin 
to get food. A series of hilarious incidents makes her mum start to understand 
her gay brother.  

Can the family understand each other, or will they never speak to each other 
again?  
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About TAICCA  

† Established in 2019 by the Ministry of Culture, the Taiwan Creative Content Agency 
(TAICCA) supports the development of Taiwan’s creative content industry (CCI), including 
film and television, future content, publishing, pop music, animation, gaming, performing 
arts, and visual arts by engaging in production, distribution, overseas market expansion, 
branding, talent cultivation, industrial research and more.  

For further information about TCCF, please contact: 
coproduction@taicca.tw 
project@tccf.tw 

Or visit - TAICCA 

About K7 Media  

† Founded in 1998, K7 Media is a global independent organisation providing media 
intelligence to broadcasters, streaming platforms, distributors and production companies 
across the world. Drawing on the team’s extensive knowledge of the international TV and 
digital sector to produce personalised research, showreels and reports, K7 Media is 
retained as a trusted source of industry insight for clients across the world.  

For more information visit - K7.Media 

mailto:coproduction@taicca.tw
https://en.taicca.tw/
https://k7.media/
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